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All animal tissues, except cartilage, are irrigated by a closed system of blood vessels. These form intricate, arborizing networks specifically designed to serve the function of organs and tissues. The three dimensional geometry of these vascular systems is difficult to visualize from serial sections and dissection reveals only the associations of macroscopic vessels.
Corrosion casts of whole animals or specific organs permit examination of blood vascular systems down to the level of capillaries, the smallest vessels. These are prepared by injection of a rapidly-hardening polymer (Mercox) followed by corrosion of the surrounding tissue with alkali.
The remaining plastic cast faithfully represents the blood compartment within the vessels and thus the geometry of the vascular system itself.
Light microscopic examination of casts is limited
by a shallow depth of focus and lack of sharpness throughout their depth (Fig. 1 ).
When examined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM), images of corrosion casts appear sharp and in focus throughout their depth (Fig. 2a ). An anaglyph created from stereopairs (images taken from two tilt angles about 7 degrees apart) when viewed with red-cyan glasses, provides a very effective 3D representation (Fig. 2b ). Tilting and rotating the specimen within the SEM reveals branching and cast features hidden in other views (Fig. 3) .
Tilting, however, changes the relative dimensions and relationships of the vessels in a non-linear manner due to parallax. Consequently, quantitative and morphometric data is difficult to obtain with the SEM. Also the interior organization of compact capillary systems is not revealed by imaging their surface (Fig. 3) .
A solution to these limitations is the acquisition of tomographic three dimensional data sets by confocal microscopy and computer-assisted tomography (CAT scans). The casting plastic contains a dye which fluoresces and provides a fluorescent signal for confocal microscopy. With the addition of a heavy metal (lead), the casting plastic is also very X-ray dense providing a means for imaging with a CAT scan device.
In either case, acquired signals from the casting material must be intense and provide high contrast.
When the 3D digital information in the form of Voxels (cubic pixels) is thresholded, a surface can be generated which closely approximates the true surface of the cast. Systems). A 3D data set consists of voxels of a wide range of signal intensities. Surface rendering a model requires thresholding or setting the voxel intensity where the surface is to be rendered. This is a somewhat arbitrary setting, however, the more intense the fluorescent signal the greater its contrast against background noise and the closer the threshold value will approximate the true surface of the cast.
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Modeling of Capillary Systems with Confocal Microscopy
Surface rendering results in strikingly clear models, which appear identical to SEM of the original cast (Figs. 6a & b) . Unlike SEM images however, the model can be rotated 360 degrees through any angle for examination from any vantage point.
Anaglyph stereo-images can also be generated using any two tilt angle differentials of about 7 degree (Fig. 6c (Fig. 7c) .
The accuracy with which the skeleton represents the original model can be verified by viewing the skeleton simultaneously inside a transparent rendering of the original model (Fig. 7b) . This can be more easily seen in flat capillary systems occurring in the same plane such as those in the chorion of the eye (Fig. 8) or in the gill filaments of fish (Fig. 9 ).
An alternative way of viewing casted capillaries is to leave the tissue surrounding them intact.
Casted kidneys can be left uncorroded, quick frozen and sectioned with a cryotome. A nuclear stain (Syto 13) is used to stain the sections and they are examined with a confocal microscope.
These preparations result in images in which the casted vessels fluoresce as well as the nuclei and cytoplasm of the surrounding tissue cells (Fig. 10) .
Confocal microscopes at low magnification can acquire data sets from casts of large regions of capillaries such as those in the alveoli of lung tissue (Fig. 11) . However, larger vascular systems such as those serving whole organ systems require tomographic methods designed for acquisition of larger volumes such as CAT scans.
Modeling of Whole Organ Vascular Systems with X-ray Tomography
Tomographic imaging using X-rays contrasts dense materials such as bone. These materials impede X-rays resulting in a negative image. We have used CAT scanning to acquire 3D data sets of corrosion casted whole organs. By adding a soluble lead compound (tetraethyl lead) to the casting polymer, its density to X-rays is greatly enhanced resulting in a very intense, contrasty image. Successive planes of images are acquired and stored in three dimensional data sets which can be modeled in a fashion similar to confocal data sets.
Whole mouse kidneys were injected with Mercox to which 0.5 % tetraethyl lead was added and the tissue was corroded producing a whole organ cast.
The enhanced X-ray density of the casting material resulted in intense, high contrast image planes of the cast. Stacks of successive images were acquired and processed with Amira software. These were (Fig. 12a) . A surface rendered model reveals most of the major macroscopic vessels in the kidney (Fig. 12b) . Unfortunately, the resolution provided by our Micro-CT scanner was not sufficient to reveal casts of vessels smaller than interlobular or arcuate arteries and veins (Fig. 12b) .
Skeletonization of these whole organ models, however, faithfully represents the three dimensional geometry of the major vessel types (Fig. 13) . The interrelationships, interconnections and branching patterns are evident in the skeletal structure.
Anaglyph representations of these models permit visualization and appreciation of three dimensional arrangement of vessels in the kidney (Fig. 14) . 
